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Museum Mondays: Stories near the Mountain 
 

June 6, 2022 
 
 

 
 
Book: I Howl, I Growl 
By: Marcia Vaughn / Polly Powell © 2003 
 
Museum Activity: search for animal symbols in the galleries 
 
Art Activity:  make a mountain lion mask and dance / movement to The Lion Sleeps Tonight 
 Supplies: children’s scissors, crayons, pre-printed masks, recording of song  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8E8xMcXmI9E 
 
http://www.supercoloring.com/sites/default/files/cif/pdf/2019/03/lioness-mask-outline-coloring-page.pdf 
  
Snack Activity: pear and cheese (Chile Plus Module 2) 
 Supplies: pears (fresh or canned halves), shredded mozzarella (+ non-dairy), craft sticks (for 
cutting pears), small cups, plastic spoons 
 
Supports the following Essential Indicators within the Domains of New Mexico Early Learning 
Guidelines: Preschool to Kindergarten: 
 
Domain 1: Physical Development, Health, and Well-being 
 
Outcome 1: The child uses gross motor control independently, including balance, spatial awareness, and 
stability. (Dance / Movement to music) 
 
Outcome 2: The child independently uses fine motor skills. (“cutting” pear slices w/ craft stick, putting 
them in a cup, and sprinkling cheese on pears) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8E8xMcXmI9E
http://www.supercoloring.com/sites/default/files/cif/pdf/2019/03/lioness-mask-outline-coloring-page.pdf
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Domain 2: Literacy 
 
Outcome 7: The child engages in activities that promote the acquisition of foundational reading skills. 
(Active engagement w/ story, word play with rhymes) 
 
Domain 4: Aesthetic Creativity 
 
Outcome 13: The child demonstrates appreciation for the arts (movement, music, visual, and dramatic). 
(Mask making / music + dance) 
 
Domain 5: Scientific Conceptual Understanding 
 
Outcome 14: The child uses the scientific method to investigate the physical and natural worlds and to 
hypothesize and make predictions. (Adult asks questions to engage predictions related to the story ex: “ 
Why is the wolf’s mouth open? What do you think he will do? What will happen next?” 
  
Domain 6: Self, Family, and Community 
 
Outcome 18: The child demonstrates self- control. (Opportunity to practice transitions between spaces 
(outside and museum galleries), and between activities (reading, art, dance, snack) 
 
Outcome 19: The child demonstrates personal responsibility. (Opportunity to care for a book, help clean 
up after activities) 
 
Outcome 20: The child works cooperatively with other children and adults. (Opportunity for peer 
interactions, museum staff, and UNM Early Childhood intern) 
 
Outcome 21: The child develops relationships of mutual trust and respect with others. (Opportunity for 
peer interactions, museum staff, and UNM Early Childhood intern) 
 
Domain 7: Approaches to Learning 
 
Outcome 25:  The child exhibits imagination and creativity. (Opportunity for role playing during story and 
dance to express feelings) 
 
 
 
 
Program supported through a grant from the LANL Foundation. 
Free Books for Children made possible by community member Martha Tallant-Sogol. 


